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Abstract.  In this article, we propose an event-based mixed integer linear programming 

model for the Rough-Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP) problem with different feasible 

overlapping modes between work packages. In the model, time horizon is divided into 

time buckets used to evaluate resource usage, while starting and ending times for work 

packages are continuous. The model was tested on a benchmark of 5 sets of 450 

instances each. More than half of tested instances were solved to optimality within 500 
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1 Introduction

Overlapping is a common practice used in construction and in product development projects
to accelerate the execution of large projects. This technique consists in executing in parallel
two sequential activities by allowing a downstream activity to start before the end of an ups-
tream activity based on preliminary information. However, the overlapping of activities can
entail rework tasks and modifications further to the transmission of complementary informa-
tion after the start of the downstream activity (Berthaut et al., 2014). Activity overlapping
thus allows reducing the total duration of project execution, at the expense of additional
workload and execution cost associated to rework tasks.

Several authors have studied the relation between rework and the amount of overlap in project
conducted in a concurrent engineering context or fast-tracking mode. For instance, Gerk and
Qassim (2008) proposed a linear model for project acceleration using crashing, overlapping
and activity substitution. Activity crashing includes the allocation of additional resources for
an activity in order to accelerate its execution. Activity substitution is another technique for
accelerating projects by replacing one (or more) activity by another activity.

Berthaut et al. (2014) and Grèze et al. (2012) proposed a more realistic approach by restric-
ting overlapping possibilities to a set of feasible overlap durations for each couple of over-
lappable activities, instead of considering a continuous and linear relation between overlap
amount and rework. This assumption is more realistic as overlapping points between activi-
ties are defined through clear document or information exchange in a concurrent engineering
context, which limits the overlapping modes to a reduced and discrete set of possibilities.

However, these Resource-Constrained Project scheduling problem (RCPSP) models are not
suited for planners in the early phases of projects as detailed activity content, durations,
and resources are not known with precision and as work intensity cannot be assumed to be
constant over execution time. Indeed, planners tend to adopt an aggregate planning approach
in large engineering projects where Work Packages (WPs) are broadly defined as group of
multiple activities that could extend on a long period, i.e. weeks or months (Cherkaoui
et al., 2013). In practice, project planning is done by preparing several schedules at different
phases of the project, where aggregation levels depend on the ongoing phase and on the
targeted audience. For instance, the Front-End-Loading (FEL) approach, commonly used in
large construction projects, is composed of successive planning stages. Early phases involve
tactical planning based on Rough-Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP) techniques in order to fix
all project milestones and estimate resource usage. At this level, projects are divided into
work packages (WPs) which are clusters of activities. Rough-Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP)
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models divide the planning horizon into time buckets (or periods) used to evaluate critical
resource usage and by allowing resource allocation to WP to vary from one period to another
De Boer (1998).

Recognizing the need of practitioners to better support the project planning function in the
early phases of projects, this paper proposes an exact RCCP model that determines the order
of execution in time of a set of WPs so as to minimize the total project duration and/or project
cost, while respecting precedence relations, resource constraints and considering overlapping
possibilities. The proposed model considers variable WP intensities and aggregate resource
capacities.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follow. We first give a brief state of the art of
existing RCCP models and overlapping models in section 2. We then introduce the original
mixed-time RCCP model in section 3, before explaining our new RCCP model with multiple
overlapping modes in section 4. Section 5 explains the generation of our test instances, and
an illustrating example is presented in section 6. Finally, section 7 analyzes the performance
and the results of our model, before giving some concluding remarks in section 8.

2 Related work

In the order acceptance stage of a project, companies tend to commit to due dates without an
accurate knowledge of their resource capacities. The Rough-Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP)
ensures, at an aggregated level, that the capacities of critical resources are sufficient to com-
plete a project within its time and cost limits (De Boer, 1998). Performed at the tactical
level, the RCCP is based on a horizon divided into time buckets (or periods) used to evaluate
the resource usage. The WPs are defined by their work content and resource allocation can
vary from one period to another. Capacity and resource allocation flexibility allow to adapt
the WP durations according to time and cost-related considerations. WPs may start or end
during a period hence it is possible to plan a WP and its successor within the same period.

Besides denominated RCCP models, RCPSP models where intensities can vary from period
to period are also suitable for the RCCP problem as they consider fixed workload for each
activity and variable resource usage between periods, and therefore variable activity dura-
tions. These models have several appelations in the literature such as Resource Constrained
Project Scheduling with Variable Intensity Activities (RCPSVP) and RCPSP with flexible
resource profiles.

Wullink (2005) distinguishes three classes of solution approaches for the RCCP : straight-
forward constructive heuristics, LP based heuristics and exact approaches. Among existing
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RCCP models, Hans (2001) proposed an exact approach that consists in determining the per-
iods where each job can be executed, and then specifying the fractions of the WP contents
that are actually executed in each period. However, this method can allow a predecessor and
any direct successor to be performed in the same period without determining their ending and
starting times within the period, which could lead to precedence infeasibility. Hans (2001)
proposed two alternatives to avoid this problem by over-constraining the problem. Taking a
project scheduling point of view, Kis (2005) proposed an RCPSP model with variable activity
intensities, that forbids two activities with direct precedence relation to be executed in the
same period.

More recently, Haït and Baydoun (2012) proposed an exact approach that consists of using
continuous time representation for events, together with a discrete evaluation of resources.
This means that start and ending dates of WPs can be determined within a time period,
making it possible to guarantee the respect of precedence constraints. Yet, resource consump-
tions are still evaluated globally over periods, making the model suitable for planning at a
tactical level where planning is performed in practice on a period-by-period basis (i.e. resource
availabilities and allocations are determined per period).

Lately, Naber and Kolisch (2014) addressed the RCPSP with flexible resource profiles, mea-
ning that resource usage of an activity can vary from period to period. They propose four
different discrete-time MILP model formulations based on existing formulations and com-
pare their performance. Their experiments show that the model called "FP-DT3", that is
based on the RCPSP formulation of Bianco and Caramia (2013) and the RCPSVP model
of Kis (2005), dominates the other formulations in both solution quality and run-time. Se-
veral heuristic approaches have also been proposed to solve the RCCP problem including
constructive heuristics (De Boer, 1998) and linear-programming based heuristics (Gademann
and Schutten, 2005).

Although some authors proposed interesting extensions to the precedence relations of RCPSVP
models by allowing overlapping, none of these models considers overlapping and rework. In
fact, Kis (2006) extended his RCPSVP model by introducing feeding precedence constraints :
a successor can start after a percentage of the execution of his direct predecessor is comple-
ted. Alfieri et al. (2011) extended feeding precedence constraints to generalized precedence
relations. However, both Kis (2006) and Alfieri et al. (2011) do not take reworks into ac-
count. Moreover, these models have only one possibility of precedence constraints and do not
consider several feasible modes of overlapping with different amounts of rework.

Despite these recent advances, these models do not allow overlapping of WPs that are nor-
mally executed consecutively. This concurrent engineering method is a trend in product
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development and is also widely used in contexts such as construction in order to accelerate
project execution. It also adds flexibility in starting and ending times, allowing a better usage
of regular capacities thus reducing the need for external resources. However overlapping adds
workloads, "reworks", on both down-stream and up-stream WPs (Berthaut et al., 2014). Re-
works are due to information exchange and eventual alteration of the work, that are caused
by starting a down-stream WP before all finalized information is available from up-stream
WP.

To fill this gap, we propose a mixed integer linear-programming model, that is an extension of
the RCCP model proposed by Haït and Baydoun (2012), where predecessor-successor WPs
can overlap according to multiple overlapping modes. This extended model assumes that
each overlapping mode can be defined by the percentage of execution of predecessor WP
that needs to be reached in order to start the successor, as well as the amount of reworks on
both WPs. The model is further explained in the following section.

3 Mixed-time RCCP model

This section presents the original model of Haït and Baydoun (2012). It combines a continuous
time representation of events and a discrete time evaluation of resources. A set of binary
variables ensures the relation between starting time, ending time and durations over periods.
These durations give minimum and maximum workload that can be assigned to the period.

In this section only, the starting and ending times of WP i are denoted by t0i and t1i , respec-
tively. Binary variables z0

ip and z1
ip equal 1 if the starting and ending times (respectively) of

WP i occur during or before time period p. Variables dip and lip are respectively the duration
and the assigned workload of WP i over the period p. Finally, Succi represents the set of
successors of i. In section 4, the aforementioned notations are generalized in order to handle
overlapping. Other definitions that are relevant to this section are given in tables 0.1 and 0.2.

In addition to basic definition-related constraints, constraints for the model of Haït and
Baydoun (2012) are of four types : those ensuring the link between continuous and binary
variables for starting and ending times, the ones concerning the durations over periods,
scheduling constraints, and finally workload and intensity constraints.

3.1 Continuous/Binary variables constraints

The following constraints (1) to (3) ensure that binary variables z0
ip and z1

ip equal 1 only in
the periods during or after starting and ending events (respectively). These binary variables
were first introduced by Pritsker and Watters (1968) as a step formulation for scheduling with
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limited resources, and used by several other authors including Bianco and Caramia (2013).
However, only the model of Haït and Baydoun (2012) used them in the context of a mixed
continuous and discrete time representation.

tci ≥ D · p · (1− zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ P (1)

tci ≤ D · p+H · (1− zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ P (2)

zc
ip+1 ≥ zc

ip ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ {1..|P | − 1} (3)

3.2 Durations over periods

When considering a WP i and a time period p, starting and ending events can be before, du-
ring, or after p. Therefore, each couple WP i and time period p has six possible configurations,
depicted in Figure 0.1.

t

Period p

D · (p− 1) D · p

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

t0 t1

t0 t1

t0 t1

t0 t1

t0 t1

t0 t1

Figure 0.1 The six possible configurations for a WP regarding a time period p

The following constraints give the relations between WP durations over periods d1
ip on one

side, and binary variables z0
ip and z1

ip, and continuous time variables t0i and t1i on the other
side :
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d1
ip ≤ D · (z0

ip − z1
ip−1) ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ 1..|P | (4)

d1
ip ≥ D · (z0

ip−1 − z1
ip) ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ 1..|P | (5)

d1
ip ≥ t1i −D · p+D · z0

ip−1 −H · (1− z1
ip) ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ 1..|P | (6)

d1
ip ≥ D · p · (1− z0

ip−1)− t0i −D · z1
ip ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ 1..|P | (7)

|P |∑
p=1

d1
ip = t1i − t0i ∀i ∈ I (8)

Constraints (4) force d1
ip to 0 when WP i is not active during period p (configurations (a)

and (c)) and limit its value to period duration D if i and p are in any of the four other confi-
gurations. Inequalities (5), (6), and (7) concern configurations (d), (e), and (f) respectively.
Inequalities (5) give d1

ip lower-bounds if WP i begins before period p and is not completed
during p. Constraints (6) (respectively(7)) provide lower-bounds for d1

ip when WP i is finished
(respectively started) in period p. Finally, constraints (8) provide global coherence between
starting and ending times, and durations per periods.

3.3 Scheduling constraints

Each WP has its own time window, consisting of a release date RDi and due date DDi.
Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that WP i is executed in its allowed time window. Moreover,
a successor cannot start before its predecessor is completed (constraints (11)).

t0i ≥ RDi ∀i ∈ I (9)

t1i ≤ DDi ∀i ∈ I (10)

t0j ≥ t1i ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succi (11)

3.4 Workload and intensity constraints

The workload assigned to a period should respect minimum and maximum allowed intensities
BJmin

i and BJmax
i (constraints (12) and (13)), and the total assigned workload over time

horizon should match the required workload for the WP (equalities (14)).
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l1ip ≥ BJmin
i ·

d1
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (12)

l1ip ≤ BJmax
i ·

d1
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (13)∑

p∈P

l1ip = Ltotal
i ∀i ∈ I (14)

3.5 Definition-related constraints

The following constraints are straight-forward results of definitions of makespan, regular and
non regular resource allocations yint

rp and yext
rp , and cost.

makespan ≥ t1i ∀i ∈ I (15)

yint
rp + yext

rp ≥
∑
i∈I

Air · l1ip ∀r ∈ R, p ∈ P (16)

yint
rp ≤ Kint

rp ∀r ∈ R, p ∈ P (17)

cost = Cext ·
∑

r∈R,p∈P

yext
rp (18)

Variables yint
rp and yext

rp are respectively regular and non-regular allocations for resource r
during period p. While we dispose of free Kint

rp regular capacity for resource r during period
p (constraints (17)), non-regular capacities come at a price. Project cost is calculated as the
total cost of non-regular capacities used for the whole project (equations (18)).

Possible objective functions are project makespan, project cost, or a trade-off between ma-
kespan and cost.

4 Mixed-time RCCP model with overlapping

Our new model is based on the same representation of time and events of WP start and WP
end, but adds a third type of events : intermediate milestone attainment. These milestones
are events that signal the attainment of a certain development state of a WP. They could
correspond to important decision making moments, or the completion of key deliverables.

An overlapping mode between a WP i and its successor j is defined regarding the attainment –
in terms of workload – of a milestone within WP i ; the successor can start once the milestone
is reached. An overlapping mode for a WP i is a combination of different overlapping modes
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between WP i and every successor of WP i that can overlap on i. Each WP i is therefore
divided into Ci + 1 parts, where Ci is the number of successors of WP i that can overlap on
it. The end of each part matches the time when a milestone of WP i is reached.

Take the example of a WP A with two successors that can overlap B and C. WP A is therefore
devided into three parts (CA = 2) in this example. WPsB andA have two overlapping modes :
B can start after 70% or 100% (no overlapping) of A is completed in terms of workload. WPs
C and A also have two overlapping modes at 35% and 100% of the total workload of A. This
means that WP A has four overlapping modes with its successors as depicted in Figure 0.2.
If overlapping mode 3 is selected for WP A, then variable eAm equals 1 for m = 3 and 0 for
m ∈ {1, 2, 4}.

Mode 1 Mode 2

Work Package B

Work Package A

Work Package C

35%

70%
Part 1

Part 2Part 3

Work Package B

Work Package A

Work Package C

35%

100%

Part 1 Part 2

Part 3

Mode 3 Mode 4

Work Package B

Work Package A

Work Package C

100%

70%

Part 1 Part 2

Part 3

Work Package B

Work Package A

Work Package C

100%

100%

Part 1

Part 2
Part 3

Figure 0.2 Four possible overlapping modes for a WP A with two successors B and C that
can overlap on A

Each part c has its own set of durations over the periods, denoted dc
ip, and assigned workload

during the periods, lcip. We also add overlapping durations over periods dijp for overlapping
WPs. Variables dc

ip and dijp guarantee that workloads (lcip) and reworks (lpred
ijp , lsucc

ijp ) always
respect the minimum and maximum allowed workload intensities. Tables 0.1 and 0.2 give the
full nomenclature for our new RCCP model with overlapping.
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Tableau 0.1 Nomenclature : sets & parameters

Set / Parameter Description

P,D,H Set of time periods (p ∈ P ), duration of a period, time horizonH = D·|P |
I Set of work packages (i ∈ I)

RDi, DDi Ready date (respectively due date) of i
R Set of resources (r ∈ R)

Kint
rp Available regular capacity of resource r during period p
Air Percentage of consumption of resource r by WP i

BJmin
i , BJmax

i Minimum and maximum workload that can be assigned for i during a
duration of D

Succ0i Set of successors of i that cannot overlap on i (j ∈ Succ0i)
Succ1i, Ci Set of successors of i that can overlap on i (j ∈ Succ1i), Ci = |Succ1i|

Pred1i Set of predecessors of i that can overlap on i (i0 ∈ Predi)
Mi Set of overlapping modes between i and its direct successors (m ∈Mi)

Posijm Position of j among the successors of i according to mode m ∈Mi

Chijm Binary parameter that equals 1 if WPs i and j overlap in mode m ∈Mi

Ltotal
i Total required workload for WP i

Lc
im Required workload of part c of WP i in mode m

Lpred
ijm , Lsucc

ijm Required rework on i (respectively on j) in mode m ∈ Mi due to over-
lapping
between i and j

Cext Unitary cost of non-regular capacity
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Tableau 0.2 Nomenclature : variables

Variable Description

t0i , t
Ci+1
i Starting time and ending time of i
tci For c ∈ 1..Ci : ending time of part c of i
zc

ip For c ∈ 0..Ci + 1 : binary variable that equals 1 if tci is in period p or
before

eim Binary variable that equals 1 if mode m is chosen for i
dc

ip Duration of part c of i within period p
dijp Duration of overlapping between i and j within period p
lcip Workload of part c of i during period p

lpred
ijp , lsucc

ijp Rework on predecessor i (resp. successor j) during p due to overlapping
between i and j

yint
rp , y

ext
rp Regular and non-regular required capacity of resource of resource r in

period p
makespan Project makespan

cost Project cost

4.1 Continuous/Binary variables constraints

Constraints (19), (20), and (21) are straight-forward results of the definition of zc
ip, and

generalize constraints (1) to (3).

tci ≥ D · p · (1− zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0..Ci + 1}, p ∈ P (19)

tci ≤ D · p+H · (1− zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0..Ci + 1}, p ∈ P (20)

zc
ip+1 ≥ zc

ip ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0..Ci + 1}, p ∈ {1..|P | − 1} (21)

4.2 Durations over periods

Constraints (22) to (26) provide the link between durations per periods dc
ip and variables tci

and zc
ip, similarly to equations (4) to (8) of the original mixed-time model.
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dc
ip ≤ D · (zc−1

ip − zc
ip−1) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ 1..Ci + 1, p ∈ 1..|P | (22)

dc
ip ≥ D · (zc−1

ip−1 − zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ 1..Ci + 1, p ∈ 1..|P | (23)

dc
ip ≥ tci −D · p+D · zc−1

ip−1 −H · (1− zc
ip) ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ 1..Ci + 1, p ∈ 1..|P | (24)

dc
ip ≥ D · p · (1− zc−1

ip−1)− tc−1
i −D · zc

ip ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ 1..Ci + 1, p ∈ 1..|P | (25)
|P |∑
p=1

dc
ip = tci − tc−1

i ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {1..Ci + 1} (26)

Constraints (27) to (29) concern overlapping durations within periods by giving upper-bounds
for dijp. Constraints (27) and (28) make sure that overlapping durations within periods never
exceed durations within periods of both predecessor i and successor j. Constraints (29)
ensure that overlapping durations do not surpass the span between the starting time of j and
ending time of i. Note that inequalities (27) consider the assumption that for a given WP, its
overlapping predecessors can never overlap on its overlapping successors (no cascade effect).

dijp ≤d1
jp ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i, p ∈ P (27)

dijp ≤
Ci+1∑
c=1

dc
ip ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i, p ∈ P (28)

dijp ≤tCi+1
i − t0j +H · (1− eim) ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i,m ∈ {Mi|chj

im = 1}, p ∈ P (29)

4.3 Scheduling constraints

Constraints (30) and (32) force WP i to be in its allowed time window, while constraints
(31) make sure that the different parts of WP i are in order. Moreover, the end of each part
gives the time tci when a successor in Succ1i can start. Constraints (33) ensure that successor
j begins after the correct milestone of i. For successors in Succ0i that cannot overlap on i, a
classical end-to-start constraint is defined in constraints (34). For successors in Succ1i that
can overlap on i, constraints (35) exclude the case where a predecessor of i and a successor
of i overlap (no cascade effect).
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t0i ≥ RDi ∀i ∈ I (30)

tc+1
i ≥ tci ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {0..Ci} (31)

tCi+1
i ≤ DDi ∀i ∈ I (32)

t0j ≥ tci −H · (1− eim) ∀i ∈ I,m ∈Mi, j ∈ Succ1i, c ∈ {1..Ci + 1|c = Posijm} (33)

t0j ≥ tCi+1
i ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ0i (34)

t1j ≥ tCi+1
i ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i (35)

Figure 0.3 presents an example of a WP (A) with two successors (B,C) that can overlap. A
is therefore divided into three parts. In the depicted mode, the milestone corresponding to
C comes before the one corresponding to B. Consequently C can start after the end of the
first part of A, while B can start after the end of the second part of A.

t

Period (p− 1) Period (p) Period (p+ 1)

t0B t1Bt0A t1A t2A t3At0C t1C

Work Package B

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Work Package A

Work Package C

d1
Bp

d1
B(p+1)

d1
A(p−1) d2

A(p−1) d2
Ap d3

Ap

d1
Cp

dACp

Rework on A&C

dABp

Rework on A&B

Figure 0.3 Work package (A) with two successors (B,C) that can overlap

4.4 Workload and intensity constraints

Constraints (36) and (37) ensure that the required workload is attained for each part of WP
i according to the selected mode.
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∑
p∈P

lcip ≥ Lc
im · eim ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {1..Ci + 1},m ∈Mi (36)

∑
p∈P,c∈{1..Ci+1}

lcip = Ltotal
i ∀i ∈ I (37)

In addition to initial workloads, reworks are required on predecessors and successors that
overlap. The reworks should be executed during the overlapping time between predecessors
and successors. Constraints (38) and (39) make sure that the total executed reworks match
the required reworks in selected modes.

∑
p∈P

lpred
ijp ≥ Lpred

ijm · eim ∀i ∈ I,m ∈Mi, j ∈ Succ1i (38)

∑
p∈P

lsucc
ijp ≥ Lsucc

ijm · eim ∀i ∈ I,m ∈Mi, j ∈ Succ1i (39)

Workload variables lcip, l
pred
ijp , and lsucc

ijp are linked to durations dijp and dc
ip to ensure the respect

of minimum and maximum allowed intensities. Constraints (40) and (41) guarantee that total
assigned workload for WP i in period p stays in the allowed workload window for the total
duration dc

ip in period p.

Ci+1∑
c=1

lcip +
∑

j∈Succ1i

lpred
ijp +

∑
i0∈P red1i

lsucc
i0ip ≤ BJmax

i ·

Ci+1∑
c=1

dc
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (40)

Ci+1∑
c=1

lcip +
∑

j∈Succ1i

lpred
ijp +

∑
i0∈P red1i

lsucc
i0ip ≥ BJmin

i ·

Ci+1∑
c=1

dc
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (41)

Constraints (42) and (43) make sure that maximum and minimum intensities are respected
for initial workload for every part of a WP, while constraints (44) and (45) ensure that
maximum intensity is respected for reworks.
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lcip ≤ BJmax
i ·

dc
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {1..Ci + 1}, p ∈ P (42)

lcip ≥ BJmin
i ·

dc
ip

D
∀i ∈ I, c ∈ {1..Ci + 1}, p ∈ P (43)

lpred
ijp ≤ BJmax

i · dijp

D
∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i, p ∈ P (44)

lsucc
ijp ≤ BJmax

j · dijp

D
∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Succ1i, p ∈ P (45)

4.5 Definition-related constraints

The following constraints are straight-forward results of the definition of variables eim, yint
rp ,

yext
rp , makespan, and cost.

∑
m∈Mi

eim = 1 ∀i ∈ I (46)

makespan ≥ tCi+1
i ∀i ∈ I (47)

yint
rp + yext

rp ≥
∑
i∈I

Air · (
Ci+1∑
c=1

lcip +
∑

j∈Succ1i

lpred
ijp +

∑
i0∈P red1i

lsucc
i0ip ) ∀r ∈ R, p ∈ P (48)

yint
rp ≤ Kint

rp ∀r ∈ R, p ∈ P (49)

cost = Cext ·
∑

r∈R,p∈P

yext
rp (50)

Possible objective functions are project makespan, project cost, or a trade-off between ma-
kespan and cost.

5 Instances generation

5.1 Original test instances

In order to test our model, we used a set of 450 instances that were generated by De Boer
(1998) and that are commonly used to test RCCP models. Each instance consists in one
project and was generated randomly applying a procedure developed by Kolisch et al. (1995).

Using three parameters, De Boer (1998) generated 45 classes of 10 instances each. A class
is characterized by the number of WP n, the total number of resources r, and its average
slack s. The latter parameter is defined as follow : s =

∑
j∈I

DDj−RDj−Dminj+1
n

. Three different
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values are possible for n (10, 20, or 50 activites), and for r (3, 10, or 20 resources), while
parameter s has five possible values (2, 5, 10, 15 and 20).

The following section explains how we modified the instances of De Boer (1998) so as to allow
overlapping.

5.2 Modified test instances

We created a program that modifies the original instances of De Boer (1998) in order to
handle overlapping. In addition to the previous parameters n, r, and s, we introduced six
more parameters for our modified instances generation. These parameters are defined in Table
0.3.

If p% = 0, Succ0i contains all the successors of WP i and Succ1i is empty for every WP i.
This will result in having instances that are equivalent to the original instances. On the other
hand, if p% = 1, Succ1i contains all the successors of WP i and Succ0i is empty for every
WP i.

If 0 < p% < 1, then we randomly choose dp% · Total Number Of Couplese of the couples to
overlap. If the successor is in Succ1i, the couple (i, j) will then have a random number of
overlapping modes between Nbmin and Nbmax.

If a couple (i, j)|j ∈ Succ1i has Nb overlapping modes, then the possible overlapping modes
would be to begin the successor j after :

(100− n ·Ov) · Ltotal
i ∀n ∈ 1..Nb (51)

Finally, for each mode, the needed rework is calculated as follow :

NeededRwki = (n ·Ov) · αpred
rwk · Ltotal

i ∀n ∈ 1..Nb (52)

NeededRwkj = (n ·Ov) · αsucc
rwk · Ltotal

j ∀n ∈ 1..Nb (53)

For the reminder of this papaer, we fixed Nbmin = 2, Nbmax = 3, Ov = 20, and αpred
rwk =

αsucc
rwk = 0.4 for all generated instances, and only varied parameter p%.

In addition to adding data related to overlapping, we recalculated the release and due dates of
the WPs. In fact, time windows were tightened in the original instances, considering simple
Finish-to-Start precedence relations De Boer (1998). This makes them inadequate for our
instances that allow overlapping. We explain in details our calculations of the release and
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Tableau 0.3 Six new parameters for the modified instances generation

Parameter Description
p% Percentage of predecessor-successor couples that can overlap. 0 ≤ p% ≤ 1.

Nbmin Minimum number of overlapping modes for every predecessor-successor
couple that can overlap. Nbmin ≥ 1.

Nbmax Maximum number of overlapping modes for every predecessor-successor
couple that can overlap. Nbmax ≤ 100

Ov
.

Ov Percentage that characterizes the amount of overlapping. 0 < Ov ≤ 100.
αpred

rwk Coefficient that characterizes the quantity of needed rework on predeces-
sors. 0 ≤ αpred

rwk ≤ 1.
αsucc

rwk Coefficient that characterizes the quantity of needed rework on succes-
sors. 0 ≤ αsucc

rwk ≤ 1.

due dates for our modified instances in section 5.2.

Calculations of release and due dates

In the instances of De Boer (1998) time windows were first calculated using longest path
calculations. They were then tightened in order to respect a maximum slack and an average
slack. After each modification, all release and due dates were updated using longest path
calculations.

For our modified instances, we first spotted all ready and due dates that were not obtained
via longest path calculations in the original instances, and we fixed them in our modified
instances. We then tightened all time windows using longest path calculations adapted to
overlapping. These calculations give for a WP the earliest start date (respectively latest finish
date) knowing the earliest start dates (respectively latest finish dates) of all its predecessors
(respectively successors) and the maximum possible overlapping with each predecessor (res-
pectively successor). With our adapted calculations of release and due dates, we obtain the
same time windows as the original instances when fixing p% = 0 (no overlapping), and pos-
sibly larger time windows when p% > 0.

Note that modifying time windows increases the slack values of the instances of De Boer
(1998). We calculated the new slack values for the highest p% value of our new instances
(worst case scenario), and found out that the difference between the new and the original
values, is equal to 2.35 on average, with a 99% confidence interval of [2.18; 2.52]. This means
that even in the worst case, our new instances can still be grouped according to the slack
value of their original instances. For the reminder of this paper, and for clarity’s sake, we will
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keep using the original slack values as parameters for our modified instances.

6 Illustrating example

In this section, only two simple instances (derived from rccp192) are presented for illustration
purpose. For each instance, the project consists of 10 WPs, 3 resources, and a time horizon
of 23 weeks. The first instance was generated while fixing p% = 0, and the second one was
created with p% = 0.2. Figure 0.4 shows the precedence relations between WPs for the two
instances. Each vertice represents a WP, and each directed edge represents a predecessor-
successor relationship between two WPs. When a predecessor-successor couple has two or
more overlapping modes, a label appears on the edge showing the number of overlapping
modes between the two WPs.

In the case where p% = 0, no overlapping is allowed between any couple. Thus, all the 12
predecessor-successor couples have one overlapping mode (no overlapping). When p% = 0.2,
the instance generator chooses d0.2 · 12e = 3 couples and randomly gives 2 or 3 overlapping
modes for each chosen couple. As it appears in Figure 0.4, couples WPs 1-4 and WPs 6-10
have 2 overlapping modes each : WPs 4 and 10 can both start after 80%, or 100% of WPs 1
and 6 (respectively) are completed. Couple WPs 2-5 have 3 overlapping modes : WP 5 can
start after 60%, 80%, or 100% of WP 2 is attained. Thus WPs 1 and 6 have 2 overlapping
modes with their successors, while WP 2 has 3 overlapping modes. Furthermore, each of WPs
1, 2 and 6 is divided into 2 parts, as they only have one successor that can overlap.

We implemented our model using the Optimization Programming Language (OPL) and ran
our model on IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.5.1.0 while minimizing a tradeoff
between project cost and makespan. We also implemented a code in order to visualize the
solution with a Gantt chart.

Figure 0.5 shows the charts that we obtained with both instances, as well as the allocations
for the three resources. WPs are shown in descending order in the Gantt chart (WP 1 is the
highest, and WP 10 is the lowest). For each WP, a white rectangle delimits the allowed time
window. Note that these rectangles are wider for p% = 0.2 because ready and due dates were
recalculated in order to take into account the possibility of overlapping. Colored rectangles
show starting and ending dates of WPs (or possibly of parts of WPs). Resource allocations
are shown per period with stacked bar charts, where each color relate to a WP in the Gantt
chart, and where hatched bars refer to rework. Stepped curves represent regular resource
availability for each period.

Both instances were solved to optimality in less than 4 seconds. When allowing overlapping,
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project makespan was reduced at the price of increasing project cost. In Figure 0.5, we see
that WP 1 overlaps on WP 4 thus entailing rework workloads for both WPs. This additional
workload is allocated during period 6. Note that, because of overlapping, WPs 8 and 9
finished earlier, thus reducing project duration by 2.3 periods (11%). Meanwhile project cost
is increased by 43.3 units (34%) because of a greater use of non regular resources.

However, minimizing tradeoff function does not always have the same effect on project cost
and makespan as in this example. Other instances showed that overlapping can reduce the
use of non regular resources, thus diminishing project cost, at the expense of an increased
project duration.

p% = 0 p% = 0.2

1

3

2

4 6

8

7

5

10 9

1

3

2

4 6

8

7

5

10 9

2

3

2

Figure 0.4 Precendence relations between WPs for a project with and without overlapping

7 Computational results

We performed all our tests on a single thread, using a computational grid consisting of 26 PCs
with two 3.07 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5675 Processors under Linux. We encoded our model
using the Optimization Programming Language (OPL) and ran our model on IBM ILOG
CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.5.1.0 using the default values for all CPLEX parameters.
We first ran our model on five sets, with five different values of p% (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4),
of 450 instances each (total of 2250 instances), with a time limit of 10000 seconds for every
test. We then divided the time limit into 20 intervals of 500 seconds each, and counted the
number of times CPU time was inside each interval. Figure 0.6 shows that 56.9% of instances
were solved to optimality during the first 500 seconds, and that time limit was reached
before optimality for 32.2% of instances. Figure 0.6 also shows that only 2% of instances
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Figure 0.5 Gantt chart, with usage per period of the three resources

were solved to optimality between 5000 and 10000 seconds. Consequently, in the remaining
tests, we terminated the search after 5000 seconds for every test.

7.1 Performance analysis

A series of tests was conducted in order to evaluate the performance of our new model. We
denote by A the original model of Haït and Baydoun (2012) andB our new model that handles
overlapping. We ran the model A on the 450 instances of De Boer (1998), and our model B
on our modified instances of De Boer (1998) where we fixed p% = 0. In this particular case
where no overlapping couples are allowed, the two sets of instances are equivalent. Having the
same optimal solutions, we only compare the performance of the two models in terms of CPU
times, the gaps between lower and upper bounds, and the number of times the models proved
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Figure 0.6 Percentage of instances that were solved to optimality within the specified time
interval

optimality. Table 0.4 shows for each class the average CPU time for the original model A and
our new model B, with the objective of minimizing project cost, while Table 0.5 compares
the number of times both models A and B found an optimal solution for each class. Tables
0.4 and 0.5 show that the performance of new model B is not degraded compared to model
A when tested on equivalent instances.

We also tested our new model B on five sets of instances with different values of p%, when
minimizing project cost. We then defined five criteria for evaluating the performance of the
model for each value of p% : the percentage of instances that were not solved to optimality, the
average CPU time divided by time limit, the percentage of instances that needed more than
50% of the time limit in order to be solved to optimality, the average gap, and the percentage
of instances that have more than 5% of gap when reaching time limit. Figure 0.7 presents
the results for each value of p% in a radar chart, where better performing set of instances
are closer to the center. Figure 0.7 shows that the performance of our model is degraded on
average, according to the five defined criteria, when the percentage of predecessor-successor
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Tableau 0.4 Average CPU time in seconds for models A and B when minimizing the project
cost without overlapping

n = 10 n = 20 n = 50
r = 3 10 20 3 10 20 3 10 20

s = 2
A 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 1
B 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.9 1.1

s = 5
A 0.3 0.4 0.4 1 2.1 3.8 14 289 280
B 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.6 2.5 4 30 406 346

s = 10
A 3.5 2.5 3 39 223 235 2694 4930 5000
B 4.9 2.7 3.1 56 383 187 3488 5000 5000

s = 15
A 6 10 22 450 2147 3115 5000 5000 5000
B 11 12 21 636 2217 2980 5000 5000 5000

s = 20
A 13 66 48 1036 4198 3818 5000 5000 5000
B 22 74 48 2071 4315 3771 5000 5000 5000

Tableau 0.5 Number of times models A and B proved optimality when minimizing the project
cost without overlapping

n = 10 n = 20 n = 50
r = 3 10 20 3 10 20 3 10 20

s = 2
A 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
B 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

s = 5
A 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
B 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

s = 10
A 10 10 10 10 10 10 6 1 0
B 10 10 10 10 10 10 4 0 0

s = 15
A 10 10 10 10 7 7 0 0 0
B 10 10 10 10 8 6 0 0 0

s = 20
A 10 10 10 10 4 3 0 0 0
B 10 10 10 8 2 4 0 0 0
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couples that can overlap augments. This is the result of an increase in the number of binary
and continuous variables, due to the separation of some WPs into several parts, and also due
to the different possible overlapping modes.

% avg gap

15%

% Instances |gap ≥ 5%

40%

% avg CP U time
time limit

50%

% Instances | CP U time
time limit

≥ 50%

45%

% Non-optimal
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p% = 0.2
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p% = 0.4

time limit = 5000s.

time limit = 10000s.

Figure 0.7 Impact of changing p% on the performance of B, when minimizing project cost

It is clear that the new parameter p% is not the only factor that has an impact on CPU
time ; all the four aforementioned parameters of instances can affect the performance of the
model. Figure 0.8 shows for each parameter s, r, n and p%, the average CPU time, with a
95% confidence interval. It suggests that parameters n and s have the biggest impact on the
performance, followed by p%, and lastly r.

We first studied the effects of parameters s, r, n and p%, on having a CPU time bigger than
time limit. For that matter, we created a binary variable that separates cases where CPU
time is bigger than time limit (denoted event E1), from those where CPU time is smaller
(denoted event E2). We then performed a Logistic regression on this binary variable, with
parameters s, r, n and p% as continuous predictors. The Logistic regression correctly predicts
94% of events E2, and 82% of events E1. The area under ROC curve is 0.964 (Figure 0.9),
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Figure 0.8 Average CPU time, with 95% confidence level for different values of four instance
parameters

meaning that the regression has good accuracy. Odds ratios in Table 0.6 show the relative
ratios of odds of event E1 when increasing the predictor of one unit. All four values are bigger
than 1, meaning that increasing any parameter augments the probability of event E1. Also
note that a unitary increase of s or n has significantly more impact on odds of event E1 than
a unitary increase of parameters r or p%.

We also conducted an ANOVA study on 1522 instances where CPU time did not reach time
limit. This study gives results that are in line with our assumptions. In fact, Pareto chart
of standardized effects (Figure 0.10) shows that factor s has the most significant impact on
CPU time, followed by n, p%, and lastly r.
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Figure 0.9 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for the Logistic regression

7.2 Results analysis

In order to conduct an analysis on the results that were obtained, we ran our model on the
450 instances with p% = 0 (equivalent to the original instances of De Boer (1998)) two times.
We first fixed an objective of minimizing project cost, and then we ran the model another
time while minimizing project delivery time. Among 450, only 340 were solved to optimality
when minimizing project cost. For these instances, we obtained the optimal cost Cost0 and
makespan Makespan0. We integrated these two parameters in all the corresponding data
files (with the five different values of p%). This means that for a given instance, we added
two additional parameters, Cost0 andMakespan0, which are the minimum possible cost and
makespan for the instance if no overlapping was allowed.

We used these two parameters in order to create a tradeoff objective function (54) with
normalized project cost and delivery time.
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Tableau 0.6 Odds ratios of event E1 for a unitary increase in parameters

Parameter Odds ratio
s 1.645707
n 1.226389
r 1.079625

p% 1.075126

Figure 0.10 Pareto chart of standardized effects for factors n, s, p%, and r, and dependent
variable log(1/CPU time)

minimize βcost ·
cost

Cost0
+ βmakespan ·

makespan

Makespan0
(54)

For each instance we tested three combinations for the coefficients βcost and βmakespan as
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depicted in Table 0.7. For each combination, and each non-zero value of p%, we compared the
results to the case where no overlapping was allowed (p% = 0). Figure 0.11 shows for each
combination and non-zero value of p%, the percentage of instances where the objective was
improved compared to the case where no overlapping was allowed.

Two remarks can be made concerning the shape of the bar graph 0.11. First, note that, for
each combination of values for βcost and βmakespan, the percentage of instances where the
objective was improved when allowing overlapping, increases with p%. This can be explained
by the fact that the bigger p% is, the more flexible the problem becomes. Thus, it is more
likely to have a smaller objective value with bigger p%. Secondly, note that for a given p%, the
percentage of instances that have better objective with overlapping is bigger when βcost = 25
and βmakespan = 75 (combination 1) than the case where βcost = 75 and βmakespan = 25
(combination 3). This can be explained by the fact that overlapping is mainly beneficial when
accelerating project delivery time. Thus its favorable effects are more pronounced when the
tradeoff puts more emphasis on makespan than on cost. However, even though overlapping
entails additional workload, it is still beneficial for having smaller project cost, by adding a
flexibility in distributing the workload during regular resource capacities.

8 Conclusion

Motivated by the common use of concurrent engineering methods in construction projects,
we proposed an interesting extension of the RCCP that allows overlapping of WPs. Five sets
of 450 modified RCCP instances were created and let us conduct two types of analysis on
our model. The performance analysis showed that our model is concurrent with the original
model when our modified instances are equivalent to the original ones, and becomes less
efficient when the percentage of possible overlapping couples is increased. However, this
slower performance is the price to pay in order to have smaller project delivery time and
cost, as it was shown by our results analysis. In fact, our results showed that overlapping
is beneficial for accelerating project delivery times, and also for reducing project cost by
allowing a better distribution of workload.

Tableau 0.7 Three combinations for coefficients βcost and βmakespan

βcost βmakespan

Combination 1 25 75
Combination 2 50 50
Combination 3 75 25
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Figure 0.11 Percentage of instances where overlapping improved the objective

Future work could focus on ameliorating the performance of the model, by exploring alterna-
tive modeling and solving techniques. Another avenue for research could be the development
of a model-based heuristic dedicated for the hard instances, in order to give acceptable solu-
tions in reasonable time.
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